Luminosity function Luminosity function to z=1.5 to z=1.5
Preliminary ! 2595 galaxies from IAB≤24 sample >1 magnitude evolution at z~1
Ilbert, Zucca et al., in prep. 18 Other Other VVDS VVDS products products Summary Summary
• VVDS: major on-going deep survey of >10 5 galaxies -21000 spectra so far -N(z) -strong LF, LD evolution from z~1.5
• Detailed census of galaxy population up to z~5
• Link between LSS and galaxy evolution -large redshift range 0<z<5: difficult to train automated software -First blind pass with correlation / PCA tool (KBRED, Scaramella et al.) -Visual check of all spectra -2/3 spectra treated "automatically" -1/3 needs manual intervention
